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PuttingPersonCentered
Practices toWork

A Note
You’ll find a prerecorded
webinar and resource material
on trauma-informed and
person-centered thinking and
support; a fillable individual
plan for reconnecting to the
community; and an excerpt
from article on the habit of
hierarchy by David Hinsberger.
Stay tuned for the next issue
of the newsletter. We’ll
explain the name change and
talk about some content
we’re working on for a
series.

“Personal identity is complex
and evolves during one’s
lifetime. Respect for the
diversity of identities that exist
within each of us is essential to
building a vibrant, inclusive
community for everyone.”
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Trauma-Informed Person-Centered
Thinking and Support
Recorded November 2019

To engage in person-centered practices, including person-
centered planning, it is essential to see the whole person. This
whole person view must include acknowledgment and
consideration of a person’s life experiences, which may – and
often do – include experiences of trauma. Person-centered
practices and trauma-informed approaches share key values,
including collaboration, mutual trust, informed choice, and
empowerment. However, we lack the tools to apply trauma-
informed principles to the person-centered planning process,
and to intentionally engage in trauma-informed person-
centered practices. This webinar will explore the intersection of
trauma and person-centered thinking, planning, and practice. It
will emphasize actionable steps people can take to ensure that
we consider trauma when we engage in person-centered
thinking, planning, and practices.

Presenters:
Karyn Harvey Cathy Cave
Tanya M. Richmond Aimee Ortiz-Day
Michael Smull

Resources:
Slides
Recording with notes
Plain Language Summary
Spanish Language Transcript of the Webinar
Q & A

https://allenshea.com/norcal-gathering-committee-newsletters-and-resource-notes/
https://www.includenyc.org
https://ncapps.acl.gov/docs/NCAPPS%20November%20Webinar%20Presentation%20-%20Combined%20and%20Accessible.pdf
https://zoom.us/rec/play/v5Qvfr3-qzI3H92ctwSDAvcqW9S7e66sgHce_qBczhy0USFSOlb1M-MVZOsUhOovrH0rtRY22tSVao0M?startTime=1574105410000&_x_zm_rtaid=W2OafIiwRtmeBtmOyNq56Q.1593225409354.3bc29e28b5eb4b96aeac111b7dca946f&_x_zm_rhtaid=976
https://ncapps.acl.gov/docs/NCAPPS%20Nov%20Webinar%20Summary%20191203.pdf
https://ncapps.acl.gov/docs/111819_HSRI_NCAPPS_Spanish.pdf
https://ncapps.acl.gov/docs/November%20Webinar%20Q&A%20Compilation%20191209.pdf
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We’re starting to receive examples of reconnecting plans and want to share them for the
purposes of discussion and adaptation as needed for other agencies. North Star Services (a
supported living agency) provided this cool fillable form and it can be downloaded here.
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http://allenshea.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/My-Plan-for-How-I-Want-to-Stay-Healthy-Form.pdf
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The Habit ofHierarchy:
Power, Privilege andPrestige

Editors: DaveHingsburger,M.Ed.
AngieNethercott,M.A., RP

The word ‘service’ appears a lot in the language of individuals and
agencies who support people with disabilities. We talk about ‘the people
we serve’ or ‘service users,’ and we refer to ourselves and our agencies
as ‘service providers.’ The word ‘service’ places us amongst those
people who are often honoured for our work, if not by our pay, certainly
by the reaction of others to what we do. We are told that we are ‘special,’
and that we are ‘patient,’ and that we are ‘kind,’ and further we are told
that we are (the right kind of) ‘different.’ We do what others can’t do by
providing service to people so marginalized that others can’t imagine
close proximity without horror.

So.

Then.

We are seen as good people who do things for the good of people who
need good things done for them to make up for the tragedy of their
existence. This leads to us, inevitably, thinking that we are (just a little
bit) magnificent or maybe (a wee bit) noble. We no longer need to
question our motive because …

We provide ‘service,’ and thus we are ‘servants.’

And.

We are full of nobility because of the work we do.

It’s easy to see how we can get into a mindset where we don’t need
much introspection because that work is behind us, we know our heart is
good, we know we do what’s good for others, we begin to see ourselves
as ‘saviours’ and ‘sanctifiers’ … we make people real.

But then there are those who question that. One of my favourite quotes
is by the writer C. S. Lewis who is most famous for ‘The Chronicles of
Narnia.’ But it may surprise you he’s written about tyranny, and here’s
something he had to say:

Complete article available here.
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